
Civilization Z
Gospel of the Possibillion

It is possible we live in a universe of infi-
nite potential. It is possible the Cosmos is 
moving towards greater complexity, intel-
ligence, beauty and wholeness. It is pos-
sible love and enlightenment will have the 
final word in the last chapter of the story 
of reality unfolding within space and time. 

                   

Scientific study of the Cosmos has painted a picture of the 
early universe in which primitive solar systems evolved 
from massive chaotic debris fields into orderly planetary 
and star formations. Galaxies also evolved from fragmented 
star clusters into the beautiful symmetrical forms we recog-
nize today. 

Change is a constant aspect of reality and things as they are now, looked vastly different hundreds of millions of 
years, or even a few thousand years ago. What exactly is the Cosmos building? What will the construction project 
of reality look like a million years from now? What will humanity become if we avoid self destruction? 

And it is possible you are a microcosm of the collective, here to awaken towards an expression of its full potential.
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But how can this help us? Can we be connected to the transcendent 
wisdom and super intelligence of Civilization Z, when we ourselves 
are broken and flawed creatures?

We can’t pray or be blessed by something that has yet to come, but can 
we connect with and water the seeds of a capability in the here and now 
that transcends our limitations as we work to mirror the potential of 
the macrocosm in the micro moment? Even if we had flawed creators, 
they assembled us from building blocks of a universe sustained by a 
mind-blowing massive emptiness holding all reality in place. And if 
this sustaining power acts like fertile soil for a potential super intelli-
gence that is both here and now like a seed to an Oak tree, planted and 
moving forward in time towards its completion at an unknown date in 
the future, then there must be a bit of Civilization Z’s image within us. 

We naturally seek to live life to the fullest. We don’t like to wage war or 
suffer. We want to help one another and find greater fulfillment through 
connecting to something greater than ourself. And by seeking this, we 
want to understand the point and meaning of it all. That is why we try 
to make sense of what seems to make so little sense right now. And if 
we seek to connect with this super intelligence whose potential is to 
branch off of our lineage, it means we also seek to push the limits of 
our own nature and understanding.

If we are to live our lives guided by the highest truth, then we will seek 
to improve the condition of our species by ending the fragmentation 
dividing our planet, making us weak and unprepared to resist the cor-
rupt will of whatever tyrannical Gods may return. One of the greatest 
instigators of our self destructive fragmentation is fanatical religious 
dogma focussing more on why we are so different than how we are 
all the same. If we are to end their destructive maps, we must create 
together a mono myth, uniting the best of science and religion into a 
harmonious whole. 

Nothing is taboo and forbidden of consideration for a Possibillion, but 
this doesn’t mean theories that posit an afterlife shouldn’t be combined 
with critical thinking. The same fanatical forces working to divide us in 
life, are also working to divide us after death, even though our end is 
the common ground shared by the good and the evil, the rich and the 
poor, the ugly and the beautiful, the theist and the atheist. Should we 
fear that which is universal and be held in chains by corrupt gatekeepers 
of the unknown, trying to use our ignorance as a weapon against us in 
order to prop up their religious prison of indoctrination? 

It is definitely possible that who we really are is universally present 
within all beings and does not end when we die. Just as a wine glass can 
be broken, it doesn’t mean the contents of that glass are destroyed. If 
we are capable of walking into a movie theater to so intensely identify 
with a main character that we feel the same range of emotions they 
feel throughout their story, could it be possible that like drops in an 
ocean, who we really are is being fused into individual waves of living 
material bodies on Earth and across this universe in the same way we 
identify with the characters in a movie for the duration of their stories? 

It’s possible we are all the same being underneath the infinite diversity 
of material surfaces separating us all through an illusion, with the true 
church holding all the eyes of the world as its stained glass windows. 
And it’s possible the belief in reincarnation and Judgement day are 
further expressions of the illusion but also reveal aspects of our universe 
that are true and could eventually come to pass. Like reincarnation in 
eastern religion expresses a similar idea of life eternal, we can see how 
individual lives that end, do not inhibit the countless flow of others 
that have yet to come. And if these trillions of life forms had endless 
years to evolve, what would they not eventually learn to do?

Like judgement day in 
western religion expresses 
the idea of looking back at 
lives once lived, it’s not far 
fetched to imagine a fu-
ture civilization advancing 
in technology to a point 
where they master the 
universe and eventually 
rewind space and time to 
connect all the dots, reex-
amining lives long past.

If we had no awareness for 14.5 billion years until our birth, why would it be 
unusual to think we wouldn’t be dormant for another 14 billion or perhaps tril-
lion more years after death? Countless lives will most likely come and go between 
now and then just as our individual life will eventually pass by. And if it’s possible 
our life will be revisited by Civilization Z, is it also possible that out of compas-
sion, they would facilitate this experience without the needless suffering we all 
endured the first time around?   

And in pushing the limits of ourselves and our potential, it is possible we could 
create a timeline that avoids the nightmare of an End Times taught in the Quran, 
Revelation promoted in the Bible and World War III depicted in the secular story 
of Star Trek. Maybe we have the potential to end our wars now and live out a 
more meaningful timeline of the future in peace. But the only way to discover 
if our greatest dreams are possible, is if we make our most valiant effort trying 
to fulfill them. 

Let us dare to embrace a benevolent faith in the future and universe, where 
evolution continues moving us in the direction of something beautiful; enlight-
enment for all beings. And if we can become an expression of this more intel-
ligent faith, it is possible we will inspire others to abandon less inspired visions 
of wrathful and childish Gods. Let us dare to embrace a faith of universal ap-
peal, capable of binding the peoples of all nations and religions together into a 
more comprehensive vision of a future where the dream is realized without a 
nightmare. 

And it is possible that those of differing mental persuasions who happen to read 
this brochure, are not offended, but empowered and inspired by its vision of 
unity and the possibility we all have more in common for peace than irreconcil-
able differences for war.

Author email: powerofpeace@me.com
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Human civilization has a correlation with our collective consciousness and has 
undergone a similar evolution from fragmentation to greater wholeness and 
complexity. We are at an exciting stage in history, where it is possible the collec-
tive center of gravity of humanity’s consciousness will move into the yellow and 
turquoise meme (in the Spiral Dynamics model) where nations become states in 
a global country of humanity dedicated not to war, but exploration, prosperity 
and peace.

We are beginning to see signs of our society pushing from a green consciousness 
towards the more integral yellow. Protection of the environment is becoming a 
priority in the face of a climate crisis. More people are beginning to look beyond 
the borders of their nation to see the global community brought together through 
the digital revolution. And scientific breakthroughs have opened a window into 
the universe showing us the infinite possibilities ahead. Almost every week, new 
planets are being discovered in our galactic neighborhood, which makes us ask 
the question, “what life besides our own is possible around other star systems?” 

The limits of our capitalist system is now apparent and the demands for exponential 
growth unrealistic in the face of mismanaged resources and new challenges. And 
what do the religious paradigms offer in the way of helping to improve our situ-
ation? Many are doing little to change their operating systems in order to bridge 
the divide and integrate with those who think different. And the most troubling of 
all is a potential marriage between church and state, taking nationalistic jingoism 
to troubling new heights of intolerance and potential violence. 

There must be a better way to deal with those at a tribal level of consciousness 
than resorting to drone strikes and an escalation of war. Every stage of the spiral 
is part of the journey every human and society must traverse in order to reach 
more integral and complex states of being. Attacking lower levels of conscious-
ness through violence may end up doing more harm than good, leading us down 
a dangerous path towards nuclear terrorism and a Third World War. 

We must concern ourselves with moving closer to the highest potentialities ahead. 
Like our universe, we live on a world destined to move towards greater complexity, 
intelligence, beauty and wholeness. And if this isn’t our outlook, it’s possible our 
worst nightmares can be transformed into beautiful dreams by opening our eyes 
to the infinite possibilities all around us.

Scientists and secularists are capable of bridging the divide between political bor-
ders and cultural identities to find the common ground of our shared humanity, 
just as the religious can do the same. Both sides of the left / right polarity inevitably 
move up the spiral towards the highest levels of consciousness where peace is pos-
sible and coexistence inevitable. From a higher vantage point, it becomes clear that 
those fighting over religion and non religion are all partially right. The Cosmos 
is a massive entity so full of hidden secrets and amazing contradictions, that no 
person is capable of being 100% completely wrong all the time. 

From this perspective, we can see the possibility that the greatest story can’t be 
written in any book, but experienced fully in the present moment as the Cosmos 
continues to unfold towards greater wholeness and beauty.  And in the new super 
story lived out as a Possibillion, binding together all other stories, we may find 
something even more satisfying than what was presented in once limited and 
isolated perspectives.

It’s possible our cosmic drama unfolding, will only find consummation and fulfill-
ment billions or trillions of years in the future. And it is here where the possibility of 
Civilization Z awaits. They stand as symbol for the last civilization of our universe, 
coming into being after hundreds of billions of years of steady evolution. Imagine 
this civilization made up of a near infinite number of beings at a higher level of 
power and consciousness than any God ever imagined in Earth’s past. Imagine 
the Omega civilization of the Cosmos driven by alien ingenuity with technology 
beyond that conceivable to us. And imagine each one possessing a super intelligence 
guiding them towards a goal not unlike the Bodhisattva vow in Buddhism; saving 
and ending the suffering of all beings in the universe, past and future. 

Visualize the infinite potential of a Cosmos that holds within its birth, the seed 
to enlightened completion at the end of time, where Civilization Z possesses the 
miraculous technology capable of tapping into the underlying foundation of all 
reality. And the mandate of this civilization is to know itself by slowly decoding 
this data by rewinding space and time itself, resurrecting and reassembling all 
beings who have ever occupied a place in the Cosmos. In short, Civilization Z 
may one day merge with the universe as an entity many humans today would 
identify as God, capable of connecting all the dots that ever came into being; 
seeking to understand the purpose and meaning of it all.

And it is possible that after they find what they’re looking for, this entity may 
re-engineer the universe to be born again in a new  form that works perfectly at 
the very beginning, rather than only torturously slow towards the very end, after 
hundreds of billions or trillions of years of steady evolution. 

And it is possible this new form of the universe will be more dream like in nature 
where harsh laws of gravity, impermanence and survival of the fittest are turned 
upside down, (first as last and last as first) while theists are tempted to call this 
state of existence heaven. And it is possible this abode of paradise will not last 
for eternity, and will cycle back into a more masculine phase of existence just like 
the sun and moon have been trading positions in the sky for millions of years.

      
There are even other possibilities about who we are and what the true nature 
of reality is. Consider this scenario; that our universe is just one among a near 
infinite number of others within a multi-verse. And the big bang was caused by 
another universe reproducing. Just like all beings and even stars reproduce, why 
would it be out of the question to consider an entire universe doing the same? 

Instead of a singular definitive beginning for everything, perhaps there 
is just a steady continuation of what has always been. 

It is entirely possible the human race and all life on Earth was seeded 
by an advanced alien civilization. This idea provides a very compelling 
alternative to God as creator in Western Religion. Punishment as an 
explanation for death and suffering in the world could be completely 
thrown out for a more plausible scenario; we were made in the image 
of creators who aren’t perfect, have limits to their intelligence and 
creative power.  

 
But this idea begs the question, who created our creators? Is there a 
more perfect form of evolution in which they came from? Could they 
be searching for their creators with the same passion that has driven us 
to search out ours throughout the ages? Might their desire to emulate 
the creative power of the universe with our creation, account for the 
half baked and flawed nature of life on this planet?

If we had alien cre-
ators, it is possible 
they may someday 
return with selfish or 
sinister plans for us. 
And if they did come back and tried to pass themselves off as Gods 
to lord over us as some parents do to their children, they would have 
millions of humans ready to bow down and worship them. But it is also 
possible some of their creatures would resist and deny their Godhood 
just as the native Americans resisted the corrupt will of the technologi-
cally superior Conquistadors who masqueraded as their Gods.

If a creator isn’t Godlike in a benevolent sense, they can become cruel 
overlords like humans were depicted in the movie A.I., where their 
sentient machines were destroyed for sport like gladiators in an arena. 
And if a similar future scenario played out with cruel alien creators 
destroying us, would they be surprised to see humans contemplate the 
existence and long for the justice and mercy of a Kosmic creator above 
their authority and all existence?

Throughout human history, this seems to be a major theme playing out. 
The state sanctioned God of religions are used to bless and justify the 
cruelty of governments while the oppressed peoples appeal to a higher 
God, hoping that he or she would hear their cries and stop the injustice.

The concept of a God or Force above all others, alludes to the desire of 
creatures to be connected to something greater than and more perfect 
than themselves and their overlords. And it is this desire that has car-
ried humans from camp fires in caves to the heavens on fiery space 
ships searching for answers. And perhaps billions of years from now, 
this same drive will push Civilization Z to become the God they seek.   


